This paper is the second in a series of papers by the author of which [1] will be used extensively in this paper. As a result, a knowledge of [1] would be useful to the reader. In C°°(Σn-i) is the set of indefinitely differentiable functions on Σ π -i. All statements about continuity, bounded, finiteness, etc., are made modulo sets of measure zero unless otherwise specified. By this we mean that a function that can be modified on a set of measure zero to have the property will be said to have the property.
If /(JC, r), where JC E X n _, and 0 < r < 1, is differentiable with respect to r, we define Tf(x 9 r)= d/dr(rf)(x 9 r) and Γ k /(jc, r) = Γ(Γ kl /)(x, r) where k is an integer greater than 1. We say /(JC) = O(g(jc)), x -> α, if f{x)lg{x) is bounded as JC -> a.
f
(x) = o(g(x)
), x-*a, if /(x)/g(x)->0 as x -> a.
/(*)« g(x), x -> α, if /(x)/g(*)-> lasx^α.
For a real, a will denote the smallest nonnegative integer larger than a. If /(JC) is measurable on X n -U we define ||/(JC)|| P = [1 and P is the Poisson kernel, define f*P by (/*F)(φ) = /(P * φ). We call this the Poisson integral of the distribution /. In view of the above, if /, g G S" and if / and g have the same Poisson integral, they are equal as distributions.
If Let a be real and 1 ^ p, g ^ °°. Let / G L Pfβ -i. Then if fc is any nonnegative integer greater than α, the following norms are equivalent:
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of (2. Proof For a ^0 this is the definition. Hence it suffices to consider the case a > 0.
(a) Assume that / G L pα _i and that (*) < α>. We want to show that fEA(a;p,q).
There is a g6L p (X n _,) such that Moreover, the inclusion map is continuous. PROPOSITION Lastly, before finishing this chapter we would like to relate the Lipschitz spaces defined here to those defined by Ragozin [2] . For this we will need the notion of a derivative in the distribution sense.
DEFINITION. If / is differentiate on Σ n -i and D is a skewsymmetric n x n matrix then we define
See Rogazin [2] for a more complete discussion of this topic. Let /, φ E 5. Then an easy argument shows that ί
Df(x)φ(x)dx = ί f(x)(-D)φ(x)dx. This leads to the follow-
DEFINITION. Let fES'. We define Df to be the distribution defined by Df(φ) = /(-Dφ) for φ E S.
If / </, let D ί; be the n x n matrix with a 1 in the (/,/) place, a (-1) in the (j,i) place, and zeros everywhere else. See Ragozin [2] .
DEFINITION. We define (D iy )
fc to be the result of applying some fc-fold product of D iy 's to / in the distribution sense where f E S'. This is clearly ambiguous but we shall be summing over all possible fc-fold products. Hence, no problem will arise. Proof. We may assume that f(x) ^ 0. Let x E Σ n _, and let g(θ) = ί f(y)dy and G(t)= ί' sin"-2 θg(θ)dθ.
Jx y=cosθ Jθ
The proof now proceeds in a manner similar to the proof of Case II. 1 < p < ». In view of Lemma 2.2, it suffices to show that f(rx) is the Poisson Integral of a function in L p (Σ n _i). An easy variant of Lemma 2.2 shows that if /GL p (Σ n _,), then ||/|| p ^ A p , n \\g 2 (f)\\ p for 1 < p < oo. A straightforward argument finishes this part of the proof.
We have the following easy corollaries.
